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2 cut the two "T" connectors where
indicated as per diagram.
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Ezylay Silicone System Connectors

3 Place a cut "T" connector in each
bottom corner of the frame sill with the
open end against the expansion material

1 Place the Ezylayexpansion material in
both verticals of the Ezylay frame ensuring
it extends from top to bottom.

4 Place the first row of glass blocks
in the frame sill, supporting and spacing
each block with a "T" connector.
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5 Snap the required amount of "X"
connectors onto the stiffening bar and 1

"T" connector on each end.

Ci ,,u"" the stiffener bar, with connectors,
onto the first row of glass blocks.Engage
each connector into the joints between the
blocks and press the bar down.
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7 pl^""the next row of glass blocks and 8 Cut one leg off two "X" connectors
then repeat steps 5, 6 & 7 until one stiffener (as illustrated) for the vertical joints
bar and one row of blocks remains to be closest to each end.
installed.

9 Snap the required amount of "X"
connectors and two "T" connectors on to
the last stiffening bar and place in posi-
tion.

12 ,n"ure glass blocks are neatty
aligned before silicone is applied.

10 rHE LAsr Row
lnsert glass blocks at each end working
towards the centre.

11 Top blocks are inserted in head of
frame as illustrated in 10 & 1 
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13 APPLYTNG STLICONE

Read directions on silicone tube before
proceeding. Gun silicone into joints ahead of
nozzle to ensure adequate silicone penetration.
Spray glass block with soapy water. Tool ofl
excess silicone. Leave 24 hours to dry.

NB: Silicone will skin within five minutes, tooling
off should be carried out within this time
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@VIDEO INSTALLATION GUIDES ABE
AUAILABLE FBOM YOUR LOCAL

ETIAY DISTRIBUTOR ;

Ph: (03) 6234 3161   Fax: (03) 6234 2745
Email: lansdellglass@bigpond.com

Web: www.lansdellglass.com.au


